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To all whom it naily concern: 
Beit known that I, GEORG CHRISTIAN HEIN 

RICH KALTW ASSER, a subject of the German 
Emperor, residing at Oderfeld, near Barbis 
in-the-Harz, in the German Empire, have in 
vented certain new and useful Improvements 
in and Relating to Rocking-Chairs, of which 
the following is a specification. 
My invention relates to that class of chairs 

known as “platform rockers,’ and has for its 
objects to provide a rocking chair of this char 
acter wherein the chair proper is not in firm 
connection with the base or platform, but is 
adapted to move freely and easily upon the 
latter in the plane of its rocker; the lateral 
displacement of the chair proper being pre 
vented by providing suitable guides upon the 
path of the platform or base, over which guides 
freely pass or slide projections on the chair 
proper. 

It is also an object of my invention to so 
connect the rocker proper to its base or plat 
form, as to allow a free rocking movement of 
the one upon the other, and so that in lifting 
the chair proper, the base or platform is neces 
sarily lifted there with. 
In the accompanying drawings I have 

shown how my said invention may be carried 
into practice. 

Figure 1 represents a side view; Fig. 2, a 
transverse section, and Figs. 3 and 4 longi 
tudinal sections of the improved rocking 
chair. 
A designates the lower stationary frame or 

support having a path a provided with pro 
jecting prismatic ledges and upon which the 
rockers b of the chair proper B formed with 
corresponding grooves, are adapted to roll 
but cannot be displaced laterally. The posi 
tion of the rocking chair proper B upon the 
lower frame or support A is insured in the 
longitudinal direction by laterally projecting 
pins d which in the rocking movement of the 
chair proper slide along the guides f on the 
lower frame or support. The form of these 
guides is determined by the curve described 
by the pins d in the movement of the rocking 
chair proper, and therefore depends upon the 
radius of curvature of the rockers b and also 
upon that of the path a when the latter is not 
plane. 

In order to enable the lower support or plat 
form to be raised when the chair proper is 
lifted, I provide on the bow-piecesg, firmly 
connected with the lower frame or support, 
laterally projecting pins h against which the 
abutments i bear when the rocking chair is 
lifted. In order that the pins h may find a 
sure support, the abutments are provided 
With suitable notches and formed in such a 
manner that in the rocking movements of the 
chair proper, the lateral pins h can slide along 
them or move at a certain distance from them. 
The peculiar construction and arrangement 

of the boW-pieces g, above described, serve as 
braces and guides for the rockers of the chair 
Whereby the accidental, lateral displacement 
of the chair proper, from its support or plat 
form is avoided, and the rockers of the chair 
are thereby both guarded and guided during 
their rocking movement. 

It may be observed that without changing 
the desired effects the guides f may also be 
provided on the chair proper B, while the pins 
d may be secured to the lower frame or sup 
port A. This reversal may also take place as 
regards the pinsh and the abutments i, but 
in both cases it is needful to fulfill the con 
ditions before mentioned with reference to 
the form of the guides f and abutments i. 
The foot rest C which I employ with this 

rocking chair is supported by its cheeks m, 
provided at their under surface with notches 
m' upon the cross bar in connecting the two 
rockers b, and is held by the pins k at its rear 
end in guides l arranged below the path in 
the lateral parts of the lower frame or sup port A, Fig. 3. According as one or the other 
notch in engages with the cross bar n, the 
foot rest projects a longer or shorter distance 
to the front. In the rocking movement of the 
chair proper B the pinsk of the foot rest make 
a small sliding movement in the guides l be 
sides the rolling movement, 

It is desirable to combine with such a rock 
ing chair an adjustable table D. This table 
consists of the holdero, the arms p p'articu 
lated to each other and to the holder, and the 
plate 9 to which a flap q' may be jointed. By 
the aid of a stays the said flap may be held 
in an inclined position to the plate q so that 
the table may serve for reading purposes 
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(Fig. 1). The holder o is suitably guided in 
a socket h’ connected with one of the pins h, 
and is supported at its lower end by a step 
bearing t secured to the lower frame or sup 

5 port A. 
What I claim is 
1. In a platform rocking chair, the combi 

nation with the base or Support, and a chair 
proper rocking on said base, of two upwardly 

lo and oppositely extending guides connected to 
each side of the base, projections on the chair 
proper adapted to slide along said guides, bow 
pieces connected to the base and spanning 
said guides, lateral projections on the bow 

I5 pieces, and notched abutments on the chair 
proper adapted to engage with the projections 
on the bow-pieces, substantially as and for 
the purpose described. 

2. In a platform rocking-chair, the combi 
20 nation with the base or support Ahaving bow 

pieces g secured thereto, laterally projecting 
pins h secured to said bow-pieces, of a chair 
proper rocking on said base and means for re 
taining said chair thereon during its rocking 

25 movement, ornamental abutments formed 

integral with the rockers of the chair, and 
notches in the upper portion of said abut 
ments, said notches being adapted to engage 
with the projections on the bow-pieces when 
the chair proper is raised, substantially as 3o 
described. 

3. In a platform rocking chair, the combi 
nation with the base or support having a path, 
a chair proper adapted to rock on said path, 
of an adjustable foot rest C, one portion of 35 
which isfreely mounted in longitudinal guides 
in the base or support, while the opposite por 
tion thereof is adjustably secured to the 
rocker proper, whereby the said rest is given 
a sliding and rocking movement during the 4o 
rocking of the chair, substantially as de 
scribed. - 

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 
my invention I have signed my name, in pres 
ence of two witnesses, this 3d day of March, 45 
1893. 

G. CHR, HENRICH KAIT WASSER, 
Witnesses: - 

W. B. MURPHY, 
GEO. H. MURPHY. 


